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Introduction

- Purpose of the study.
- Surveys.
Libraries in the Study

- **A. H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd. Library** (founded in 1872, London, 3,800 print books on numismatics).

- **American Numismatic Association - Dwight N. Manley Numismatic Library** (1891, Colorado Springs, CO; 130,000 print numismatic resources; 250 to 1,000 electronic numismatic resources).

- **American Numismatic Society Harry W. Bass, Jr. Library** (1858, New York, NY; over 100,000 print numismatic resources).


- **Ancient Numismatics Research Institute (ANRI) Research Library** (2011, Gainesville, Missouri; thousands of print numismatic resources; millions electronic resources).
Libraries in the Study

- **Art Gallery of South Australia Research Library** (1970, Adelaide, South Australia; 65 print numismatic resources).

- **Augustan Society Library** (1957, Orlando, Florida; undetermined number of print numismatic resources).

- **Australian Numismatic Society Library** (1913, Australia; undetermined number of print numismatic resources).

- **Biblioteca Luis Angel Arango - Archivo Histórico Casa de Moneda** (1958, Bogotá, Colombia; 500 print numismatic books).

- **Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique Cabinet des médailles** (1838, Brussels, Belgium; 45,000 print numismatic resources).
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Bryn Mawr College Libraries (1885, Bryn Mawr, PA; 800 print & 60 electronic numismatic resources).

California State Numismatic Association (1947, Vallejo, California; 1500+ print numismatic books).


Combined Organizations of Numismatic Error Collectors of America (CONECA) Library (ca. 1975, Godfrey, IL; 1,700 print & 15-20 electronic numismatic resources).

D. I. Greenhalgh - Grunal Moneta Library (1977, Tavnats, Lincolnshire, UK; 1,000+ print numismatic resources).
Libraries in the Study

- **Eretz-Israel Museum, Tel-Aviv, Kadman Numismatic Pavilion - James and Edith Ross Library** (1966, Tel-Aviv, Israel; ca. 10,000 print numismatic book titles; ca. 30 print numismatic periodical titles).

- **Fábrica Nacional de Moneda y Timbre, Biblioteca** (1861, Madrid, Spain; 5,900 print & 30 electronic numismatic resources).

- **Geldmuseum (Utrecht) Bibliotheek** (1816, Utrecht, the Netherlands; 43,800 print numismatic resources).

- **Germanisches Nationalmuseum Nürnberg - Bibliothek** (1852, Nürnberg, Germany; 4,165 print & 21 electronic numismatic resources).
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Libraries in the Study

- **Harvard Medical School- Francis A. Countway Library of Medicine** (1875, Boston, MA; 62 print numismatic resources).

- **Hellenic Numismatic Society** (1970, Athens, Greece; undetermined number of print numismatic resources).


- **The Library of Congress** (1800, Washington, District of Columbia; 20,000+ print numismatic resources; 700+ database subscriptions).

- **Montgomery County Coin Club Library** (1959, Silver Spring, MD; 388 print numismatic books; 25 visuals/videos/DVDs).
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Libraries in the Study

- **Musée Monétaire Cantonal, Lausanne, Bibliothèque** (1755, Lausanne, Switzerland; ca. 32,780 print numismatic resources).

- **Northwest Territorial Mint Library, Medallic Art Company, LLC** (1907, Dayton, Nevada; undetermined number of print & electronic numismatic resources).

- **Numismatics International Library** (1966, Dallas, Texas; 3,200 print numismatic book titles).

- **Ontario Numismatic Association** (1962, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada; undetermined number of print numismatic resources).

- **Princeton University Numismatic Collection Library** (1845, Princeton, NJ; print numismatic books: 10,000 titles; 4,040 print numismatic resources; 5,000 numismatic e-books; 5 electronic numismatic periodicals).
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Libraries in the Study

- Royal Canadian Numismatic Association - RCNA Library (1950, Alberta, Canada; ca. 2,650 print numismatic resources; 50 electronic numismatic periodical titles; 250 numismatic video/DVDs).


- Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden - Münzkabinett Dresden, Bibliothek (2nd half of 16th century, Dresden, Saxony, Germany; 29,000 print numismatic resources).

- Swiss Inventory of Coin Finds Library - Swiss Academy of Humanities and Social Sciences (1992, Bern, Switzerland; ca. 2,000+ print & ca. 50 electronic numismatic resources).
Libraries in the Study

- **Texas Numismatic Association TNA Memorial Library** (1960, Texas; 102 print numismatic resources).

- **Token and Medal Society - TAMS Library** (1961, Huntington, VT; 5,800+ print & 10 electronic numismatic resources).


- **Uppsala University Coin Cabinet Library** (1750's, Uppsala, Sweden; ca. 2,000 print numismatic titles).

- **Vitterhetsakademiens Bibliotek Riksantikvarieämbetet** (1786, Stockholm, Sweden; 20,000 print numismatic resources; 20,450 print numismatic book titles; 450 print numismatic periodicals).
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Findings

- Libraries & parent organizations.
- Staffing.
- Access.
- Libraries & visitors.
- Libraries’ collections.
- Automation & Wireless Connection.
- Catalog, indexes & special publications.
Findings

Organization of the libraries’ collections.

- Classification systems.
- Subject headings.
- Organization of the shelves.
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